SCHEME OF SERVICE SPECIFIED UNDER REGULATION 15 OF THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION REGULATIONS

Department: Police
Post: Lorry Loader
Salary: Rs 5,050 x 125 – 5,675 x 150 – 7,325 x 175 – 7,500 (24 03 20)
Effective Date: 16 March 2006
Qualifications: By selection from among General Workers on the permanent and pensionable establishment of the Police Department having a good health and a sound physique.

Note
In the absence of suitably qualified employees of the Department, by selection from among candidates having a good health and a sound physique.

Duties:
1. To load, unload, store properly items of stores and other materials from suppliers on transfer to/from the main store and to the various stores of the Department.
2. To accompany lorries and help in case of breakdown.
3. To clean lorries and garages.
4. To help in removing and mounting tyres.
5. To perform such cognate duties as may be assigned.
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